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Introduction
Say the words ‘vocabulary homework’ to middle-years
students and they will most likely turn pale, break out in a
sweat, and feel the urge to run screaming from the room.
Faced with weekly lists of words to be defined and used in
sentences, most of us would react similarly. But learning
vocabulary can be fun and painless when it is integrated
into other areas of the curriculum.

This book provides activities that are alternatives to the
traditional vocabulary-learning process of writing
definitions and sentences. The lessons treat learning
vocabulary as an adventure. Some of the activities
incorporate games, art projects, speeches, riddles, puns
and puzzles. Other lessons keep students involved by using
high-interest or unusual themes and by letting the students
make choices for themselves. Several activities encourage
students to stretch their imaginations and reach beyond
the common, ordinary, everyday word. 

Part of the trick of making the teaching and learning of
vocabulary painless is to remember that vocabulary words
are not limited to English lessons. Vocabulary is essential in
all areas of the curriculum. Each subject area has its own
set of specialised words. For example, students must know
the meaning of the word ‘trapezoid’ before they can find
the area of one. In science, knowing the meaning of
‘dilute’ can significantly affect the outcome of an
experiment. During a social studies unit on Egypt, learning
will be greatly enhanced if students are aware that
‘cataract’ has another meaning besides a disease that
causes an opaque covering in the eye. Both you and your
students will benefit if you do not view vocabulary as a
singular item to be taught, but rather as a tree with
multiple branches that reach into many areas.
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A wide variety of experiences is invaluable for increasing
vocabulary. The more information students are exposed to,
the greater possibility there is for building their knowledge
of words. Bringing the world to your classroom often takes
a good deal of effort on your part, but the rewards are
well worth it.

Field trips, of course, are a great option for building
experiences. Unfortunately, they are often costly and
impractical. Instead of having one or two large trips each
year, consider several smaller excursions. Look carefully at
your local community – there are probably some
wonderful treasures within walking distance. Close-by
museums, libraries, galleries, parks, and interesting small
businesses are all possibilities just waiting to be explored.
Keep your eyes and ears open, and pump family and
friends for information. For example, you might come
across a local family whose private collection of animals
rivals the natural history museum, and who would be
happy to make arrangements to give your class a private
tour. A little bit of digging can yield a delightful gem.

Papa, potatoes, poultry, prunes and prism are all
very good words for the lips, especially prunes
and prism.

– Charles Dickens

The World in the Classroom
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If you’re a veteran teacher, you may already have a good collection of
vocabulary lists at your disposal. If you’re just beginning to teach, or if you
want to customise lists for your class, a wide selection of lists, plus matching
activities, are available in this book. You can also refer to the following
sources for additional starting points.

The difference between the right word and the
almost right word is the difference between
lightning and a lightning bug.

– Mark Twain

Non-fiction books – Check for a
glossary. This provides an instant list
of words and definitions. If the book
does not contain a glossary, look in
the index. There you’ll find an
alphabetical listing of words that are
pertinent to the subject covered in
the book.

Textbooks – Many textbooks provide
a vocabulary list at the beginning of
each chapter. Depending on the
number of words, you can add
several lists together, or pick and
choose to create a custom list.

Speakers – Each time you invite a
speaker to your classroom, be sure
to ask him or her ahead of time for a
list of vocabulary words that are
applicable to the presentation.

Thesaurus – If you notice that
students repeatedly use certain
words, such as ‘happy,’ provide
them with a list of alternatives that
you find in a thesaurus: delighted,
joyful, euphoric etc.

Word Collections – As you read
novels, magazines and newspapers
on your own, make note of
interesting words in a small notebook
or card file. List words alphabeti-
cally or by grammatical type.

Discarded or Forgotten Materials –
Search through discarded spelling
books, basic readers or other old
materials. Put together unusual
words you find to form interesting
lists.

Previously Developed Units – Look
carefully through teaching units you
developed in the past to see if you
included any vocabulary lists. And
as you create new units, remind
yourself to develop accompanying
vocabulary lists; enter new words in
a notebook or card file.

Guidelines – Be sure to check if your
state or district has established
guidelines for vocabulary
development.

Building Vocabulary Lists


